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As with always it will be "I" who will be taking the snake out of the "hole" and
generally is going to be the janitor when it comes to other people's broken
sewage pipes. After all, it has been my job for many years to get into these
dampening topics that nobody likes, but obligation has arose to do exactly this for
once more.
For those who have been here over a few years, they have understood and
observed how certain traitors and/or infiltrators always operate. Serious
infiltrators, and serious traitors, are never "lazy", they are also never "minding
their own business" and for reasons that deal with their aims, always seek to
attain some sort of fame, primarily by following the "tune" that everyone else
does.
This is necessary for infiltration. Another thing that is necessary, is for these
people to go in the public and in general try to get public acclaim, to the extent
that nobody will readily believe that someone in said "position" is such a rotten
carcass, or that they have a specific agenda.
Due to the difficulty of this situation, the only parties that come to know or notice
someone remain one's superiors, and of course, the Gods, which any of the above
people never really take in consideration [until they are dying or something
similar] which is a natural drawback to their betrayal and so forth.
The superiors can know everything, have proof, and everything else, but as it
happened before to many empires, removal of said parasites can be problematic,
or it can come at a serious cost. Doing so, the people in question believe, will do
more harm than good, and therefore, these people remain lingering around. One
day however the day comes for this removal.
Our of the Clergy there are also some other expectations, namely, for the Clergy
to respect other Clergy, to not instigate issues [between actual students of the
Gods this has never happened before, because we all know the same things for
example] and to have a decent behavior towards both superiors and those who

are beneath in the hierarchy. As about putting Satan first that is something that
goes beyond stating.
There is also a judging standard of decency of character that extends past a
person's mere "usefulness", and is related to one's personal behavior. This
doesn't always have to do with actual "infiltration", but it can be personality flaws
involved. People have left before because of said personality flaws, and most of
the time, the Gods themselves just grease their own slide so they slide out faster.
Another situation that exists is that also, legitimate Clergy, knows who is who, and
we have each other's information, including addresses and numerous other
things, pictures and so forth. On one of the examples who will be heading out, for
over 10 years, they kept their so called "Identity" forcibly secret, said lies, and in
general, tried to hide for as much as possible, while at the same time attempting
to gather information for everyone else. This is one of the main reasons, everyone
lied to protect themselves to this individual ad nauseum, and because this simply
could not go on forever, they are now gone. Their time around here has been up
and they know it too.
To name a few examples, we knew about them for years, but all we had to do is
remain silent and make sure that corrosive damage was kept at a minimum,
because it was necessary to be kept that way.
In the case of infiltration, which also never bothers with revealing it's point, and
always stays at a 9 out of 10 truths ratio, while doing slow and momentary
injections of their ulterior and real motive. They can write you a book about
Satanism that is a hundred pages, and talk about how "Jesus Christos was good",
"The Vatican was once of Satan [WTF]", "Christos was actually Lucifer" [WTF],
"Socialism is great [WTF]", in only one of the hundred pages of an otherwise
decent text.
However, all they want to inject in people's head is this: to open a little gate of
acceptance to Jewsus, open a little hole for socialism there, and another here,
and from there on, the enemy knows how to manipulate such openings to cause
progressive damage down the line to where everyone asks: how did this insanity
happen? How are we suddenly queer communists or something? Things like this

arose only from a minimal injection here, and another there. From there on,
further corrosive work will come to stick together with this, and they will over
time attain their purpose of confusion and disability.
These in the eyes of normal people in the forum, may appear as mistakes, and
certainly so, many opportunities were given repeatedly. To the less psychic
people and those less tied into Satan, and those who have less clarified
understanding of things, they may dismiss these as mistakes, which they might as
well be in many cases. Something done wrong is a mistake until the second or the
third time, there is no mistake past this point when it comes to adults. When
someone of our own does something bad [everyone can make mistakes] we take
long and many chances of warnings, conversations, and give ample and repeated
opportunities so that the said party can correct any mistake. This can be
exhaustive and we can wait even for years. Until we reason out this is no longer
to be the case.
To name an example here, of an ex-Clergy, we knew that they had some really
bad and personally damning habit. We, again and again, instructed them to stop
this before it was too late. Eventually, we had to let them slide out, and so they
did. It took years until I addressed these situations in some topics done before, so
that everyone would finally know what happened.
It takes unwillingness and egotism to follow down any of this path compared to
correcting one's mistakes and following Satan instead, and staying of service,
even if this involves corrections. And when the line of serving one's self vs serving
Satan, tilts to the person for too long, then, it is time for someone to get going.
When there is unwillingness to this fact, let alone obtrusive behavior and
repeated offenses, there is a series of penalties that the Gods and we impose, for
example, loss of a position of responsibility, and progressively, this can get to the
lowest point which is to be entirely kicked out of the Clergy and JoS. These
penalties also expand further for any individual, depending on their standing in
general. There are also benefits that are given in the case of proper behavior.
Penalties emerge when literally there is no other better solution to the issue of
their badly conditioned mind.

Infiltrators however also find grounds often in situations where there are people
who want them. To point to an example, all these years here, I have observed
there is a specific type of people, that will *always* cling to infiltrators, almost
worshiping them in some way. When a said infiltrator is dragged out, they
immediately find the next infiltrator, and become friends with this infiltrator
instead. They of course bring other naive people into that also, to cause a
generalized chaos.
Certain people just love reading confusing posts that they do not even understand
at all, considering these wisdom. Certain nutcases have also been worshiped in
the forum, times which we stood back and evaluated the situation, and we saw
that indeed, many people are not taking Satanism seriously at all, and therefore,
charlatan will flock with charlatan.
Then, after all of this is said and done and people get mentally damaged, Satan
will be blamed as usual or people will ask "Where were the Gods to protect us
from this"?
This is where someone has to pick up the mop and start cleaning the dirties of
other individuals, a case during which I'll be getting the e-mails to go clean their
broken pipes and save however many people that I can [and other SS have by
now 'specialized' in saving these cases, and we can thank them for this], and after
this happens, a few months got to pass, and another infiltrator and fake ass
person comes around, and reclaims these people that caused all this and they
cling again back to the next one.
Needless to say this is the same psychopathology of some people that always
have relationships with rapists, killers and drug abusers, and there is not much we
can do - the difference in their case is that they always cling on individuals that
ensure they will never advance in anyway, spiritually or otherwise. This also
spreads like a plague because people are inherently programmed to not advance
spiritually, and to place themselves above improving [improving requires to put
one's self on the side, sometimes].
These are not only serious cases of disloyalty and stupidity, but dangerous cases.
People like this should love and care for themselves AND others a little more and

understand that doing repetitive damage to themselves and other Satanists, or
deluding them, will not always be looked upon with mercy and/or ignorance by
the Gods, since this steals off of them valuable people that have a future better
than following deranged infiltrators in some shady chat room. And when they get
angry over this, nothing will be able to save the jews and cohorts involved in this
process.
Another unfortunate event is that oftentimes, infiltrators and other people of the
enemy, may actually [only to gain trust] do more work than the so called "real
Satanists" which are oftentimes doing literally nothing for Satan, or the JoS. To
name an example, out of one recent project that involved 5 people, 4 went lazy as
usual, while the only one who was an infiltrator, did all the work for the rest of
the 4, and they were basically a jew.
After the time of this was over with, they were of course discovered, as even if
"we" happened to have skipped anything, the Gods definitely can see it, and they
act on the perfect time. Jews have a similar organization when it comes to
infiltrating Gentiles, and their side also ensures that infiltration becomes really
difficult, when it comes to "Goyim" that want to cause harm to them. Then,
psychic abilities [many of which are possessed and understood in full by Satan's
Loyal disciples], ensure the rest.
In regards to people who have a "High Priest" title, not everyone got the title
under the same reason. Especially in the past, the necessity for people to be
priests [despite of their failures, incompetence, or bad character] was
necessitated so that the ministry would go forward. Therefore, botched
individuals who really did not give all that much or cared about anything, were
given said titles. Even if unfitting in the totality of the task, they were at least
fitting in some way. They were not very good, but just baseline enough.
Mediocre and nonsensical information was to some extent tolerated [insofar it
was not harmful to anyone] and generally, those who have been here for over a
decade, understand the uprising of quality of Satanism from back there compared
to now. All this came from hard work and weeding out dross every so often, no
different than an alchemical process where the filth is removed from the gold.

Recently, some changes in the team up of the Joy of Satan have happened. It is
intolerable for Satan to have any "Priest", or any other "Priest", that shows up
once every 3 months, only to write inflammatory replies, such as "whomever
does not accept homosexuality is Satan's enemy", and adding some insane
statements about the "White Race" into everything to cause problems to all
members, and to bridge one's feelings of self guilt and incompetence for not
doing anything positive for Satan at all.
I would go into further details, as it would have been morally and individually
fitting, but not to Satan's benefit in anyway [I have been slandered for years by
some of my "co-workers", they have all the time to slander me for a long time but
no time to actually work to attain anything for Satan or spiritually, or for the
community], but I will give them mercy [their conditions are very sorry to begin
with, if people even knew, they would roll in floors laughing about how "strong"
some of these people are] and leave it here.
Indeed some people think they are very great, beyond anyone else, and that they
"know best", even in comparisson to the Gods, or other souls who are vastly more
advanced but are merely keeping silent. Their creative capacity goes as far as to
elevate a place to 200 views per month, while those of others who say nothing,
our creative capacity goes to take this 200 views per month [which were the hard
labors of HPS Maxine for the most part] and raise it to 10 million clicks per month.
Basically as far as they are concerned, they are the type which makes the 200
views into 180 [because people leave] and in the 10 million expansion, they still
think they can lecture their superior and/or generals.
As one can stay to their own level, stuck forever, and be undesiring to take
matters more seriously, so we are as such no longer obligated to follow this
inferior madness, and we are obligated to impose a new next level in
development for the benefit of everyone else - except these failed individuals.
Other elongated posts only debating the future of one's rear hole, and it's
functions, are simply not on the required level of communication or something to
care about anymore. Satan and the Gods have had their share of drug addicts,
lunatics, jews, perverts, jews and other lazy individuals [in accordance to curses
thrown to Satan, and his "followers"], but this situation has come to an end.

These things do not belong to any semblance of a high post anymore, let alone to
be looked upon as a representation of Satan in anyway. Satan has been done
enough wrong being used by the enemy as the source of all evil, all disgust, and
all perversion in the planet as is.
It also can no longer be the case that HP individuals who are from Canada, the
United States, and other English speaking countries, write posts for decades that
contain the most severe of grammatical errors [we wuz Satanic retards n shiet, or
we are infiltrators who want to give this idea to VIP readers, hehe], while when
repeatedly called for this, they simply ignored and shrugged for tens of times,
until the day we threatened them with removal from the Ministry for said reason,
in which the next day, unironically, they wrote perfect academic English.
These are only the tips of the iceberg, and more may be related in the future, as
much of it will be rather shocking.
Another example, for all the "Information" shared about a topic, how much is
actually real and applicable knowledge? For those who get amazed of big claims
that account to nothing, those of us who understand true spiritual knowledge vs
mere "information", we understand what is useful and what is not. To say an
example, all that HPS Maxine has writen, is pure knowledge - none of this is mere
"information" and none of this is in anyway confused or debatable information.
Truth shines, lies demand they fake some form of shinning.
This is not the quality desired by the JoS, and to add an infinite number of other
reasons [many of which private, in fact, the majority], we have decided that
individuals like this no longer will constitute "Clergy" for the JoS. It does not
matter what one did 10 years ago, titles are not medals for "service once upon a
time", which, compared to effective clergy is 1 to 10000 in quantity anyway. Joy
of Satan clergy is public office, and the moment one can no longer serve such an
office, they are to step down, and not simply be placeholders that show up once
every 5 or 6 months, to enjoy benefits, protection and authority, that they do
nothing to give back.
One cannot simply exist in a place to come once every 6 months, use old and
predated titles that one no longer supports and lives by, and use these as

leverage to go in breakouts about their private insecurities [or the insecurities in
regards to their own privates].
The level of this behavior is too low and undeserving to Satan and the Gods. None
of this coincides with the community advancing, doing the Magnum Opus, making
members smarter or wealthier, and none of it is of any importance to the Gods or
Satan Himself.
Behaving in such a lazy and incompetent manner, is also a dead giveaway of
spiritual incompetence, lack of self control, and numerous other qualities which
the Clergy should not have in it's midst.
The standard for at least a verified level of spiritual capacity will now be universal,
and nobody will become Clergy for "good intentions", "capacity to write", or mere
"willingness", but only through verified capacity to communicate with the Gods. It
is not a coincidence that all those who have been in real communication with the
Gods, have not only done the Magnum Opus, raised the Serpent, and have always
been good and useful, but this is exactly how the situation should be in the
future.
The people who will be removed have never fully successfully proven their
communication with the Gods, nor to HPS Maxine or to me or anyone else, a
prerequisite for serious and longstanding clergy - we verify this and we have
methods to verify that.
In the future, there will be advanced knowledge shared, a very big expansion of
the JoS, and simply, we are no longer to where infiltrators, whimps, fruitless
egoists, and other vanities are required. Satan has built us up to this level and we
owe Satan to adapt and push forward to the next level.
Let those who are capable rise into the next step, and those who are not, fall
behind and sit with themselves in petty tears and agony. For those who do not
understand of this reality or think that "sentimentality" involves being taken for
idiots, and downgrading Satanism to fit him in the hands of weak individuals
below the line.

Satan must and will be treated with the highest standards and respect, now and
for always. The time where Satanism was the house of the degenerates is now
gone, let those who are to rise, rise and partake in Satan's Glory, and those who
want to quit, we give our condolences to them but there is nothing more than can
be done.
Satanism was always the religion of the strong, the respectable, the higher
people, and the powerful. Satan deserves better, and will have better, and so
does the JoS as a reflection of Satan's Ineffable Will.
HAIL SATAN!!!
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